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abstract 
Incremental development and maintenance of large systems imply that 

control be clearly separated from knowledge. Finding efficient control 
for a given c lass of knowledge i s i t s e l f a matter of expertise, to 
which knowledge-based methods may and should be applied, we present 
here two attempts at building root systems that may later be tuned by 
knowledge engineers, using the semantics of each particular 
application. These systems are given heuristics in a declarative 
manner, which they use to control the application of heuristics. 
Eventually, some heuristics may be used to compile others (or 
themselves) into efficient pieces of programmed code. 

1. Introduction: Control la meeded. »n/1 iTilfflPt hf FTPgTBBirfl 

'Logic must be suppleaented by some kind of control structure* [Sim 
83]. Not only because i t would otherwise be too slow and space 
consuming, but also in most cases to avoid iterative or recursive 
explosions. For instance, the rule of example 1 (please refer to the 
table at the end of this paper) wi l l generate an infinity of facts 
when applied to any fact. Control i s a l l the more needed if, instead 
of dealing with pure logic, one considers incomplete and incoherent 
knowledge bases, rules including programmed predicates (for instance 
"less than") and actions (for instance "read") with non monotonie side 
effects (see for instance example 2). 

Attempts were made, since Enycin [VMe 80], to draw essential, general 
purpose inference engines. Algorithms have been proposed [For 82]. 
But none is really satisfactory: people s t i l l write and sel l new 
inference engines, for special purposes, even in propcsitional logic. 
In the case of full first order logic, instanciating a variable by a 
tera gives r i se to undecidable problems: in other words, any algorithm 
i s a bad algorithm, too heavy for simple cases and too frail for 
coaplicated cases. 
To be ef f ic ient , i t seems obvious that control should be 

event-driven, that i t should make the most of properties attached to 
the objects i t handles (constants, predicates and rules), and of i t s 
own state (available time and space). This involves semantical 
information (for instance: 'evaluating this predicate costs 10 units') 
and control heuristics [Leu 83]. BUT: (1) a prograa based on 
heuristics (a huge number of yet unknown heuristics) will necessarily 
have to be often modified; (2) giving heuristics in a prescriptive 
form implies loosing information, in comparison with a possible 
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decriptive for» (see how «any rules can be derived fro» exaaple 3); 
and (3), a prograa cannot easily Modify itself. «e are therefore 
developing -each along slightly different principles- SUM [Sta 86] and 
the Gosseyn Machine [Fou 67) to study the possibility of declarative 
control; both researches are inspired by the works of D. Lenat and of 
J. Pitrat [Pit 85]. 

2. fcgfflrt CTBtTOl- «ln*ml enntrol 

Control can be seen as the way to answer the question: "what shculd I 
do next?'. Depending on the level ai which the question is asked, 
possible answers Bight be: 'get a value for that slot", 'see if you 
can match Rule47 with Factl2\ or "cornait suicide*. But control should 
not only be seen as the way to decide when facing a choice: it also 
•eans discovering that there is a choice, planning so as to have no 
choice, or deciding not to do something even though it was the only 
possibility. 
For each task, two classes of questions arise: nhy_ aa I doing this 
(global questions, in relationship with the final goal), and feow can 
1 do it (local questions). Every tiae one aeets a tree of possible 
actions, one has to decide not only which son of a node to consider 
first (local), but also whether the tree should be developed depth 
first or breadth first (global). When evaluating a conjunction, the 
local problea of evaluating each predicate aust not hide the global 
problea: should the predicates be evaluated one at a tiae, and in 
which order, or should the whole conjunction be considered. For 
instance, the first strategy will fail if one tries to find all x's 
satisfying exaaple 5, since any of the three predicates generates an 
infinite set. Once it has been globally decided to iterate over a set, 
local aethods should decide whether to iterate froa 1 to n, froa n to 
1, for all even ranks first, etc (see examples 6, 7 and 6). 

3. A posteriori control. « priori control 

«hen an itea reaches a fork, the decision to send it in one direction 
rather than the others can be aade either by asking for advice or by 
following a pre-iaposed plan. The first aethod is rather easily 
iapleaented: each tiae a possible choice occurs, the procedure which 
should (but doesn't want to) choose Manufactures a aessage describing 
the choice and waits for the reply; the inference engine is called 
recursively, applying rules (like the one of exaaple 4) to the 
aessage. On the other hand, the tiae needed to Batch the aessage with 
the available rules Bay soon becoae so prohibitive that this aethod 
cannot reasonably be conteaplated, at least on the local levels. Each 
tiae knowledge peraits, we rather like to spend soae tiae analysing 
the task before launching it; this results in hints, associated with 
each itea, and aiaed at the procedures through which the itea should 
travel. These hints can take a siaple fora ('when building the 
conflict set, you should only find two possibilities: discard the one 
dealing with P..') or can really look like a saall prograa. Of course, 
when that aethod fails (the plan cannot be applied), the first one 
(call for help) is still available. 
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4. fM~aim Tforegentationg 

Vhen spying upon the systea, one aay discover that the saae questions 
are asked over and over again, and the saae hints are repetitively 
aanufactured at great expense. It then seeas obvious that one should 
gradually transform knowledge representations so as to diainish the 
ratio: tiae spent thinking / tiae spent acting. Like any other 
optiaication problea, this one involves contradictory criteria. 
'Caching*, for instance, is useful aost of the tiae , but results in 
an enoraous waste of space if used systeaatically (exaaple 9). Soae 
internal representations are better than others in certain 
circuastances: we have no arbitrary way of deciding, for instance, 
between object oriented and relationship oriented paradigas (exaaple 
10). For EUM, the ultiaate representation consists of C procedures, 
none of which will have been written by the author, whereas the 
Gosseyn Machine aias at the design of its own circuits. This very auch 
looks like prograa specification and control abstraction. In both 
cases, knowledge is still retained in declarative fora, to allow for 
'conscious' reflection when compiled knowledge fails. 

We need good heuristics to manufacture the very good heuristics that 
will take their place [Pit 85]. We also need a prograa to use these 
heuristics until they destroy the prograa. Writing these prograas was 
not very enthusiasming, but we finally caae over it, and are presently 
tuning the first sets of heuristics. Our representations are highly 
redundant, including aany attributes which are not yet useful. 
Perforaances are catastrophic, of course. Once they start improving, 
we intend to add dynamic introspection (observing one's reactions) to 
the actual static ability to observe and aodify one's structure. 

1. if x does not contain "if-then*, then x is not a rule. 
2. if * is a task, and x is in the agenda, and x has been satisfied, 

then remove x from the agenda. 
3. if x is a rule, and y is a premise of x, and y is false, then x 

cannot be fired. 
4. if x is a rule, and y was derived from x, then do not apply x to y 
5. if x is an integer, and x>5, and x<10... 
6. if you are need one an integer, then try 0 and 1 first. 
7. if you are looking for eleaents of a set E, if the cardinality 

of E is aore than 100, try and reduce E first. 
8. if you are looking for elements cf a set E, if the cardinality of 

E is infinite, never generate more than one element at a tiae. 
9. if x is a method, if the tiae spent to find x was aore than 10 

units, then file x for future needs. 
10. if x is a functional predicate, and , then create a slct for x. 
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